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Food and health toolkit 

Smoothies
Smoothies can be a useful way to encourage 
clients, who are otherwise reluctant, to try fruit 

What is a smoothie?
True smoothies are traditionally 100 per cent 
fruit and produced by blending the whole fruit.
There is no legal definition of a smoothie but 
it should be defined as 100 per cent pure and 
adopt the same guidelines as 100 per cent 
pure juice.
Anything that is added to dilute or enhance is 
not pure and so this type of smoothie should 
be labelled as a smoothie drink.

What to use

Fruits
A variety of fresh 
fruits including 
canned fruits 
are suitable for 
smoothies. Try 
not use canned 
fruits in syrup 
(but if you do, 
wash off the 
syrup using a sieve and cold water) 
A can of fruit in syrup contains eight – 12 
teaspoons of added sugar.
Please note that some ready frozen fruits (for 
example, summer fruits) are also suitable, but 
read the labels - some are sprayed with a sugar 
syrup before being frozen.
Try freezing some of the fruits to make a cool 
smoothie. This is also a good idea if fruit is left 

over and ripening too fast. Most are suitable 
for freezing, even chopped banana (but use up 
within a month for best results)

Liquids
Pure juices such as apple, pineapple or orange 
are suitable (we use supermarkets’ own value/
smart price range - look for ‘pure unsweetened 
juice).
Or Semi-skimmed milk with or without some 
low fat natural yoghurt.

Equipment
Jug blenders (1 or 1 ½ litre) are ideal and 
reasonably cheap to buy and are easier to 
clean than machines advertised as smoothie 
makers.
See attached notes on using a blender with 
clients.

Quantities to use:
1 can of fruit in juice •	

150-200g of fresh/frozen chopped fruit•	

500 ml of liquid.•	

What to use for 
smoothies



What you need to do
Put all the fruit into the jug of the blender•	

Add liquid being careful not to exceed •	
maximum level on jug 

Replace the lid and make sure it is closed •	
correctly

Switch on and blend for 2- 3 minutes.•	

Serve in tumblers with straws.•	

Ideas
The following are some tried and tested recipes 
but it is much more fun to devise your own.

Tropical feast:
4 ripe kiwis chopped then frozen•	

1 small tin of pineapple in juice•	

1 chopped banana•	

500 ml pure apple juice•	

Super apricot and peachy 
passion

1 tin sliced peaches in juice•	

1 tin of apricots drained then frozen•	

250 ml natural low fat yoghurt•	

250 ml semi skimmed milk•	

Fruit explosion
Half tin of pears•	

Half packet of frozen summer fruit•	

150 ml washed blueberries•	

250ml of low fat natural yoghurt•	

250ml semi-skimmed milk•	

Avalanche
Half a banana, peeled and •	
chopped

Half a mango peeled and •	
chopped

2 cups of frozen •	
strawberries

500 ml apple juice•	

The above four recipes were 
created by Primary 6 pupils 
from Ardeer Primary School, 
Stevenston.

Some other ideas

Tropical Paradise
Can of sliced peaches in juice•	

150- 200g of frozen tropical fruit•	

500ml unsweetened orange juice•	

Very Berry smoothie
a banana chopped•	

250g frozen summer fruits•	

150ml unsweetened apple juice•	

300ml semi skimmed milk•	


